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Multiple media go mobile with the Nokia 7700 
Innovative media device with wide color touch screen, pen input and mobile connectivity features 
 
At the annual Nokia Mobile Internet Conference in Nice, France and the “Destination Nokia 100% Pure 
Mobility” event held in Brisbane, Australia, Nokia today announced its first media category device, the Nokia 
7700, which provides users with a mobile Internet and personal media experience. The Nokia 7700 media 
device enables users to view web pages with a full Internet browser over high-speed mobile networks on a 
65,000 color touch screen optimized for viewing Internet content. Additional features include music and 
video playback and streaming, an integrated VGA camera, FM radio, multimedia messaging support, as well 
as a full complement of personal information management features. The Nokia 7700 media device works on 
GSM/GPRS/EDGE 900/1800/1900 networks, with shipments in Europe, Africa and Asia Pacific expected to 
begin in the second quarter, 2004. 
 
“With the Nokia 7700, we are providing an exciting mobile media experience for people who want to stay 
up-to-date and be entertained,” said Ilkka Raiskinen, Senior Vice President, Entertainment and Media, Nokia 
Mobile Phones. “The impressive color touch screen and the wide selection of mobile connectivity options 
ensure that consumers have instant access to media channels while on the move. People can also create 
their own rich multimedia content to share with others.” 
 
The Nokia 7700 media device combines the ability to consume and create various media with the latest 
mobile technologies. The high-quality color touch screen (640 x 320 pixels) means that users have a rich 
Internet experience available at their fingertips, as well as a fantastic display for watching streaming video 
or viewing images taken with the integrated VGA camera. Using the included stylus and the on-screen 
keyboard or handwriting recognition, users can easily add entries to their phonebook or calendar, write 
email messages or create a document. Users can personalize their Nokia 7700 with a variety of wallpaper 
and ring tones. 
  
With 64 MB of internal memory and an expansion slot for additional memory, users of the Nokia 7700 device 
can store a wide range of content from a variety of sources, ranging from music and video files to back-up 
data. They can also synchronize the Nokia 7700 with their personal computer using the Nokia PC Suite 
software. Support for the Bluetooth audio profile allows consumers to connect a compatible wireless 
headset for hands-free use. 
 
Utilizing the Nokia Series 90 User Interface on the Symbian OS (Operating System), the Nokia 7700 provides a 
powerful and easy-to-use device for mobile media consumption. The Developer Platform for Series 90 
enables developers to create applications for a global audience and can be obtained through 
www.forum.nokia.com. 
 
The Nokia 7700 also provides a unique platform to showcase the latest in mobile media applications. Visual 
Radio combines listening to FM radio with visually appealing services delivered through the mobile network, 
including images, text and interactive elements on the screen of the mobile handset. Movie Channel 
provides consumers with the possibility to view streamed movie trailers from several major studios, 
updated on a weekly basis. 
 
The Nokia 7700 will also support the Nokia Streamer SU-6 accessory, the first mobile IP Datacast receiver 
designed to demonstrate the mobile phone television experience using the DVB-H network. The Nokia 
Streamer can be attached to the Nokia 7700 like a battery pack, and will be used in pilot projects to 
showcase the future of digital broadcasting on mobile devices. 
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About Nokia 
Nokia is the world leader in mobile communications. Backed by its experience, innovation, user-friendliness and 
secure solutions, the company has become the leading supplier of mobile phones and a leading supplier of 
mobile, fixed broadband and IP networks. By adding mobility to the Internet Nokia creates new opportunities 
for companies and further enriches the daily lives of people. Nokia is a broadly held company with listings on six 
major exchanges. 
 
Media Enquiries: 
Nokia Mobile Phones 
Communications 
Tel.  +358 7180 45667 
  
Nokia 
Communications 
Tel. +358 7180 34900 
E-mail: press.office@nokia.com 
 
www.nokia.com 
Pictures of the Nokia 7700 media device are available at www.nokia.com/press 
 
Services and some features may be dependent on the network and/or SIM card as well as on the compatibility of 
the devices used and the content formats supported. 
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